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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to study the seismic behavior of the building of ‘Sociedade de Geografia
de Lisboa’. It started by making a small historical contextualization of both the building and the type of
construction it represents (Cast-Iron Architecture).
The building under study is located on Portas de Santo Antão’s street and is one of the few examples
of cast-iron architecture in Lisbon. A general characterization is made about the surrounding buildings
as well as the structural elements that make up the case study, from which stand out the cast iron pillars,
the wrought iron beams, the walls in full brick masonry and the roofs in wood and wrought iron.
A mathematical model was developed based on these elements and subsequently validated based on
a dynamic test on vibration frequencies performed in the building under study.
Using a linear dynamic analysis based on the response spectrum recommended in EC8, the vulnerability
of the structure subjected to seismic combination was evaluated. An analysis of the structural element’s
resistance, namely masonry walls and columns, as well as the deformations of the building, was
performed.
The accelerations and velocities of some areas of the building were evaluated, as well as the risk that
they cause in pieces of cultural and historical value that are exposed in the museum.
From the results of these analyses it was suggested and analyzed types of structural strengthening and
measures to reduce the vulnerability of pieces of art.
Keywords: Sociedade de Geografia de Lisboa; Seismic Vulnerability; Cultural Heritage; Linear
Analysis; Cast-Iron Architecture

building, the Coliseu dos Recreios regularly has

1 Introduction

music shows that, by the sound vibrations,

Inside the Sociedade de Geografia de Lisboa

makes the SGL building tremble. Because the

[SGL] building there’s a 19th century spoon on

gravity center of the spoon is dislocated to the

exhibition. It is called the kongo spoon and

handle, every time there’s a music concert in the

represents power for the people of the Angola’s

Coliseu, the spoon turns over itself. Every day

north east lands. Directly adjacent to the
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after the music show, Mr. Manuel Duarte and

Over time, it will also occupy all the 2nd, 3rd and

Mr. Heitor Valente are in charge of turning the

4th floors. The architect José Luís Monteiro was

spoon back over to its correct position.

the responsible for the renovations taken placed

Looking to this event, it’s logical that, the SGL

in that year. The objective of the present paper,

building is most likely to be vulnerable to the

firstly, is to make a reliable study of the seismic

vibrations of the environment. And it’s the

behavior of this building, based on the

society’s duty to protect and preserve the

European norm EC8 [3] and assisted by the

historical

Civil

automatic calculation program SAP2000 [4].

Engineering has the opportunity to contribute

Secondly, it will be made an evaluation of the

positively to this preservation by making use of

possibility of non-structural elements to be

its knowledge about protection, rigidification

damaged.

and making buildings more resilient. Moreover,

2 Case Study

and

cultural

patrimony.

the architectural value of this building is rare in
the city of Lisbon. The cast-iron architecture

2.1 General caracterization

was widespread throughout the world in the 19th

Located on Portas de Santo Antão’s street, the

century. This was the result of using mineral

building is used as entrance to the Coliseu

coal instead of charcoal in the production of

(connected with the SGL building on the east

such material. In the beginning, cast-iron was

side) and as a museum. Leaning against the

only used in the construction of bridges and

south side of the SGL is the Lisbon wine Hotel

buildings, such as the Severn river bridge

and on the north side there is a ramp that makes

(1775,

Thomas

way to a technical zone of the Coliseu. To

Pritchard) or the Ditherington Flax Mill (1797,

simplify the study of the building, divisions in

Ditherington, England, by Charles Bage). In

blocks were made (Figure 2.1), as well as the

1847, William Fairbairn, a civil engineer form

walls with resistance capacity (Figure 2.2).

Shropshire,

England,

by

Scotland, proposes the use of double T wrought
iron

girders

after

studying

the

fatigue

phenomenon on both wrought and cast-iron
girders. From there on, buildings like the Sainte
Geneviève Library (1838-1950, Paris, France,
by Henri Labrouste) or the Nacional Library of
Figure 2.1 - Division of the building into

Paris (1862-1868, Paris, France, by Henri

blocks

Labrouste) emerged [1, 2]. In Portugal, the
other few exemplars of cast-iron architecture
are the Rossio Station (1890, Lisbon, by José
Luís Monteiro) and Luiz I bridge (1881-1888,
Porto, by Théophili Seyrig). The SGL building
was built in 1890 and belongs, still to this day,
to the Ricardo Covões S.A company. After the

Figure 2.2 - Nomenclature of the resistance

construction, in 1897, SGL moves to the north

capacity walls

side’s 1 and ground floor [GF] of the Coliseu.
st
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The building is composed by five floors, each

on the SA block. The cast-iron ones exist

one with a different story height: GF with 6,7

throughout the four floors, being that, in each

st

meters; 1 floor with 5,3 meters; 2

nd

floor with

floor, a different dimension pillar exists. The

3,2 meters; 3rd floor with 2,8 meters (in the case

cast-iron pillars are hollows (as reiterated by

of the SP block, the floor height extends itself to

civil engineer João Garcia from ‘Teixeira e

the roof).

Trigo, Ltd’) and change their diameter along

In each floor of the SP block exists cast-iron

their height. Regarding the masonry pillars, they

pillars. To simplify the future analysis of this

are square (0,5-meters side) and made of

elements,

regular cut masonry.

they

have

been

divided

into

alignments (Figure 2.3).

It should be noted that the pillars from the last
alignment (PF-8, 3rd and 4th floors), even though
they look normal and similar to the rest pillars,
are made of wood.
2.2.4

Pavements

Many of the ceilings are covered by suspended
ceilings which makes it difficult to identify the
Figure 2.3 - Pillars alignments

2.2
2.2.1

composition of the pavements. When it wasn’t
possible to identify the elements that compose

Structural elements

the pavements it was necessary to consider the

Foundations

most probable situation.

The foundations of the building are located

The positions of the rooms are very similar

throughout the base of the walls and pillars. In
general,

the

foundation

increases

between them, due to the walls that are

60

continuous throughout the height.

centimeters in relation to the wall which is

In small rooms, such as the SA block corridors,

connected to. Under the Sala Conde de Lagos

the pavements are made of wooden beams,

[SCL], the foundation is achieved through full

with a section of 20x10 cm and spaced 0,4

brick masonry vaults that are support by square

meters.

pillars with 1-meter side.
2.2.2

In bigger rooms such as the Sala Portugal, the

Walls

pavements are made of a combination between

The load bearing walls named on Figure 2.2 are

wrought iron beams (on both directions) and

the ones considered with resistance capacity to

wooden beams. Another case is the use of

vertical loads. Throughout the height of the

wrought beams in one direction completed with

walls the thickness decreases. This also

20x10 cm wooden beams on the perpendicular

decreases the mass on the top of the wall,

direction.

making the whole construction cheaper. The

On the balconies of the 3rd and 4th floor (SP

inside walls P1, P2, P3, P4 change their

block) a previous structure that existed on the

material on 2nd and 3rd floor having hollow brick

SA block had to be considered. This structure

masonry through the rest of the wall.
2.2.3

was demolished sometime after the SGL’s

Pillars

establishment in the building.

Two types of pillars are known. The cast-iron
ones, on the SP block, and the masonry ones,
3

After 1897, on the SP block’s north and south

is important to ensure that the model being

side two middle floors were constructed. In a

made is in line with reality.

closer inspection to the site, it didn’t appear that

Table 2.1 - Properties of the considered

these floors had any connection to the cast-iron

materials

pillars that pass through them.
Material

Volumetric
weight

Modulus of
Elasticity E

Kn/m3

GPa

Cast-Iron

73.5

9.807E+04

Wrought iron

77

1.961E+05

Wood

6

10

Full Brick

18

2.1

Hollow Brick

12

1.8

R. cut masonry

22

2.82

Reinforced
Concrete

24

29

In the building’s project it’s possible to see the

Figure 2.4 - Example of the use of wrought
beams in both directions completed with

use of metal parts on the extreme of iron beams.

wooden beams

This element was placed to ensure the good

On the roof’s floor, the material used is

connection between the beam and wall. To

reinforced concrete. The pavement on this floor

recreate this behavior on the model, where

is composed of beams and slabs.

those elements exist, beams were considered

2.2.5

fixed. On the case of the wooden beams, since

Roofs

There are three types of roofs: two made of

no evidence was found relating to the use of

wrought iron L-sections and one made of

these elements, they were considered as simply

wooden beams. It was necessary to utilize old

supported.

photos of the site in order to know what sections

Even

were used on the construction of these roofs.

properties considered were based on reliable

though

the

materials’

mechanical

bibliography, there’s the possibility, due to

2.3 Modeling

possible different constructive methods used or

The direction parallel to the main facade was

conservative states, that the parameters of the

taken as X, and the transverse as the Y

actual structure are different [5].

direction.

In order for that possibility to be taken in to

Based on the bibliography, the following values

account, the model must be validated with a

of modulus of elasticity and weight were taken

dynamic essay of the real building. With that

in to account. In the making of the model,

essay concluded, the calibration between them

considerations about the mass that is stored in

was made, considering the buildings connected

the

the

to the walls of the case study (by using springs

bookshelves mass. An approximation of that

where the side building “touches” the SGL one).

value was made by weighting a shelf of books,

This calibration was made by iterations. The

building

were

made.

Such

as

resulting on a value of weight per meter of

errors’ percentage between the last iteration

bookshelf. Considering values, such as this one

and the essay are presented on Table 2.2.

4

The requirement of 90% of modal masses

3,23 Hz, and a modal participation mass of

prescribed on EC8 [3] after 400 wasn’t fulfilled.

33,18%. This mode of vibration also has a X

The number of modals needed to reach that

direction translation contribution (with a modal

quantity of modal mass would turn the analysis

participation mass of 7,21%).

much more time depended. Furthermore, the
difference to the actual modal mass achieved
(about 1,5% only on the X direction) does not
justify the time necessary to get it.
Table 2.2 - Error percentage for vibration
frequencies between the model and the essay.
For direction Y, X and rotation RZ

Direction

Freq [Hz]

Error

Model

Essay

%

Figure 2.6 - Second mode of vibration's plant

Y

2,62

2,61

0,18

view

RZ

3,23

3,29

1,71

It’s understandable the connection between the

2,51

two

X
3,96
3,86
2.3.1 First mode of vibration

movements.

Due

to

the

building’s

asymmetry (one side has two concrete slabs

The first mode of vibration is characterized by a

and the other has two very flexible balconies),

pure translation in the Y direction with a modal

one of the sides is much more deformable,

participation mass of 59,8% and a period of 0.38

which provides a torsion behavior and a slight

seconds which corresponds to a frequency of

movement on the asymmetry direction.

2.62 Hz.

2.3.3

Third mode of vibration

The third mode of vibration is characterized by
a pure translation movement on the X direction.
This mode has a modal participation mass of
52,15% and a period of 0,25 second which
corresponds to a frequency of 3,96 Hz.

Figure 2.5 - First mode of vibration's plant
view

It’s on this direction that exist more walls,
however, it’s also on this direction where the
walls are shorter and the balconies of the 3rd
and 4th floors are more flexible. For that reason,

Figure 2.7 - Third mode of vibration's plant

it’s understandable why it’s the first mode of

view

vibration.

At last, the movement of pure translation on the

2.3.2

X direction provides the view of a much more

Second mode of vibration

The second mode of vibration has a behavior of

deformable block (SP). The remaining ones,

torsion around the Z axis with a period of 0,31

since they behave like a rigid diaphragm, thanks

seconds, which corresponds to a frequency of
5

to the two slabs on that side of the building,

As verified by the last figure, the type 1 seismic

show lesser deformations. Indeed, the vibration

action is more conditioning. For that reason, this

on this direction is the last one (among the main

will be the only seismic action considered on the

directions) to appear, mostly due to the springs

analysis.

that mimic the effect of the neighboring building

To combine the vibration modes, the complete

on the right side and provide the rigidity that

quadratic combination (CQC) was used so that

increases the frequency of vibration.

the maximum responses of every mode could
be combined. For the directional combination,

2.4 Seismic action

the SRSS method (Square-Root-of-Sum-of-

As already mentioned, the building’s seismic

Squares) was applied. To ensure a real

evaluation will be proceed based on European

behavior of the structure a modulus of elasticity

norm EC8 [3]. The building in study, located in

decreasing of 25% [6] was considered. This

Lisbon, has a seismic zone of 1.3 and 2.3,

modification is related to the idea that aging and

respectively, to earthquake type 1 and 2 and the

cracking affect the materials.

foundation ground is type C. Since the function

3 Results

of the building equals one of a museum, the
importance class is 𝛾𝐼𝐼𝐼 , which multiplies the

3.1 Damage limitation

seismic action by 1,45 and 1,25, respectively, to

The damage limitation was verified based on

earthquake type 1 ad 2. Relatively to the

the EC8. The following alignments were used to

behavior factor, it could be inferred that the

verify displacements for the limitation imposed

ductility level of the building, since cast-iron

of non-structural fragile elements.

pillars are used, is higher than a common
masonry one. However, because the walls are
the elements which support a higher mass and,
most probably, the ones more solicited during
the seismic action (since they are the peripheral
ones), the value considered is the one
suggested by EC8 [3] for masonry buildings:
1,5.
Figure 3.1 - Alignments considered oh the

6.0

Type 1

damage limitation verification

Type 2

After the displacement’s analysis, it came into

3.0

1st mod on Y (T=0.3821)

conclusion, that the conditioning alignments are

2.0

1st mod on X (T=0.2527)

Sd(T) [m/s2]

5.0
4.0

B and G. In fact, looking to the modes of

1.0

vibration already presented, is understandable

0.0
0.0

1.0

2.0
T [s]

3.0

4.0

why

these

were

the

most

deformable

alignments. Indeed, these are the ones located

Figure 2.8 - Response Spectrum

spectrums

on the most flexible part of the structure: the

obtained as well as the periods of the first

balconies half-span. The alignments on the SI,

modes of vibration on X and Y direction are

E and SA blocks are all less likely to deform as

With that said,

the response

present on Figure 2.8.
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much due to the two slabs on the top of those
blocks.
Table 3.1 - Verification of alignment G based on
EC8 (meters)

Floor

𝒅𝒓,𝒙 ∙ 𝝂

𝒅𝒓,𝒚 ∙ 𝝂

𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟓𝑯

GF

0.0023

0.0083

0.0335

Figure 3.3 - FPR, maximum tension (𝝈𝟐𝟐 )

1

0.0005

0.0092

0.0265

(maximum envelope) [kPa]

2

0.0026

0.0088

0.0160

3

0.0023

0.0023

0.0140

4

0.0002

0.0032

0.0275

As shown on Table 3.1, the limitation imposed
of 0,5% of the floor’s height, is easily verified.
The 2nd floor’s displacement (the biggest one

Figure 3.4 - FPR, shear tension (𝝈𝟏𝟐 ) [kPa]

compared with its imposed limit) is only 55% of

Taking into account the previous figures, it’s

the

results

possible to observe that the most concern areas

presented concluded that the limits imposed by

are the ones between the top row’s openings.

the EC8 are easily verified.

For the compressions, the value is around 2200

displacement

limitation.

The

kPa, which is very near the limit considered. For

3.2 Structural elements analysis
3.2.1

the tensions, the entire top row has high values,

Walls

as well as the left side’s facade, where values

The breaking loads presented on Table 3.2

of 1200 kPa and 1700 kPa, respectively, are

were considered for the wall’s materials.

found – way above the limits. Relatively to the

The values chosen are in relation with the

shear tension, on the top right side (due to the

modulus of elasticity previous presented. On

neighboring building’s sudden end), values

the shear resistance the Mohr-Coulomb criteria

between 300 and 400 kPa are found, and, on

was considered [3].

the left side (connection with wall FND), values

Table 3.2 - Wall materials breaking loads

[kPa]

Fc

Ft

𝝉𝟎

Full brick

2300

0.114

0.076

Hollow brick

1800

0.09

0.06

R. cut masonry

4000

0.147

0.098

of 400kPa. Even taken into account the MohrCoulomb criteria, the values exceed the limits.

The stress diagrams considered on the analysis
are the ones related with the maximum tension,
compression and shear.

Figure 3.5 - P4, maximum tension (𝝈𝟐𝟐 )
(maximum envelope) [kPa]

Figure 3.2 - FPR, maximum compression (𝝈𝟐𝟐 )
(minimum envelope) [kPa]
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Figure 3.7 - PF-B/PF-5, axial stress diagram
(𝝈𝟏𝟏 ), maximum tension (maximum envolep)

Figure 3.8 - PF-B/PF-5, axial stress diagram
(𝝈𝟏𝟏 ), maximum compression (minimum

Figure 3.6 - P4, shear tension (𝝈𝟐𝟐 ) [kPa]

envolep)

For the P4 wall, is important to mention once

Comparing the maximum values of tension and

more the changes of material that occurs in the

compression obtained with the limits considered

middle of the wall: from full brick to hollow brick.

it’s obvious that the resistance values are far

Looking to the tension’s diagram (Figure 3.5), is

higher. The maximum tension represents 30%

quickly noticed that most of the wall continues

of the resistance and the compression only

on compression. However, the connection slab-

13%. Being this pillar the most loaded one, it

wall and 4th floor’s middle floor-wall, imposes

can be concluded that the walls are absorbing

high values of tension – maximum of 1900 and

much more stresses, making them much more

2700 kPa, respectively. On the shear tension’s

charged. Due to its centrality, the pillars, are

diagram the values observed are the building’s

less loaded and, therefore, not utilizing all their

highest ones. Values of 700 kPa are the most

resistance’s capacity.

common, although, values higher than 1000
kPa are also very easy to found. Looking to the

3.3 Non-structural elements

shear

The existence of non-structural elements must

tension

resistance

(Mohr-Coulomb

criteria), all the values are largely overcome.

be taken into account due to the building’s

3.2.2

function. Many of these elements are important

Pillars

The following breaking loads were considered

pieces with high monetary and cultural value.

for the cast-iron.

According to Ishiyama [7], an element, when

Table 3.3 - Breaking loads for pillar's material. Fc

under floor movement, can have three possible

– compression; Ft – tension

states: no rocking nor overturning, rocking but

[MPa]

Fc

Ft

Cast-Iron

784.5

196.1

no

overturning

or

rocking

and

probably

overturning. These states depend on the
element’s acceleration and velocity Ishiyama [7]

The chosen values are related with modulus of

stipulates which state occurs by limiting these

elasticity presented earlier.

parameters, if the acceleration exceeds the limit

The most conditioning pillars are, certainly, the

imposed the element tends to have a rocking

middle ones, due to the flexibility of the all

but no overturning movement. Notwithstanding,

building in that zone. Between them, the worst

if the velocity is higher than its limit, the element

pillar is the 1st floor’s PF-B/PF-5 alignment,

will have a rocking and probably an overturning

probably due to its centrality and deformations

movement. The accelerations and velocities’

between the 1st and 2nd floors.

limits depend on the geometry of the element.
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One of the elements studied was statues on the

SGL’s front wall and the building across the

Sala Algarve. According to the equations

street.

presented on Ishiyama [7] work the acceleration

The first reinforcement resulted on the tension

limit is 2,92 m/s2 and the velocity is 0,29 m/s.

and shear stress decreasing mostly on the Y’s

The following figures exhibit the accelerations

direction walls. In fact, the use of contour beams

and velocities of Sala Algarve’s periphery points

tends to improve the connection between SP

(statue’s location).

block and the rest of the building. Therefore, the

45%

35%

building’s behavior improves.

41.10%

40%

40.49%
33.13%

30%
23.31%

25%

UX

The second phase of reinforcement acts directly

UY

on the most concerning problem: the 3rd and 4th

23.93%

floor’s balconies flexibility. Due to those floor’s

20%
15%

12.27%

10%

5.52%

6.75%

5%

vibrations,
4.91%
4.91%
3.68%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

all

the

building

suffers

the

consequences. The results show improved

0%

stresses on the Y direction walls as well as on
aE [m/s2]

the X direction. However, on the front wall, the

Figure 3.9 - Accelerations on Sala Algarve

tensile stress presented on the central zone

65.64%

70%

only dislocates itself to where the arches

60%

UX

connect with the wall. Overall, the building’s

UY

50%

behavior improves.

40%

30.06%

28.22%
30%
12.88%

9.82%

As

21.47%

19.02%
20%

11.66%

10%
0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

to

the

non-structural

elements,

the

suggestion given is the attachment of these

1.23%
0.00%

elements to the nearest wall or floor. This can

0%

be accomplished by using static mounts or
v [m/s]

contour mounts. Objects displaced on the
Figure 3.10 - Velocities on Sala Algarve

balconies should be moved to a less flexible

The accelerations presented show that all of the

floor, so that the fall of these elements to the

points are, on both directions, above the

Sala Portugal’s floor may be prevented.

acceleration limit previous considered. For

5 Conclusions

velocities, only 11,66%, on the X direction, are
in the proximity of the limit imposed. On the Y

Having accomplished the modeling and seismic

direction, nevertheless, about 52,8% of the

analysis

points have higher velocities than the 0,29 m/s

considerations may be done.

limit, with some of them surpassing this value.

The SGL building’s complex mist of masonry,

4 Reinforcement

wood and iron structure “reconstruction” was

of

the

SGL

building

some

only possible due to the 1890 Lisbon’s

Two types of reinforced were tested. One where

Municipal Archive’s drawings and several local

the floor’s rigidity was increased using floor’s

inspections. The true buildings elements are

contour beams and L sections on the wooden

fundamental to have the most reality-based

beams. The second type by adding to the first

response possible. Having this said, some

one four trussed steel arches to connect the

considerations had to be made about the

9

structure

elements

due

to

the

lack

of

seismic action for existing buildings. A study to

documentation.

find the maximum percentage of seismic action

After a linear analysis by response spectrum as

that can be imposed to the model so that the

recommended on EC8, some conclusions may

criteria of resistance would be verified could

be made about the building’s behavior.

also be performed.

As to be expected, the biggest problems are
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